Batters add to win streak

By Steve Goldstein

What do coaches dream about? They dream about their teams hitting well, making all the key plays, and they see themselves making strategic decisions that will lead to victory. Last Saturday the MIT baseball team played against Middlebury College, and the final result of that contest was a 4-0 win for the Engineers, something that a coach dreams about.

The Engineers' victory against Middlebury was a testament to their strong offensive performance. They started the inning with a groundout to short, who threw the ball to first and Klauser was safe, allowing a game-winning run for the Engineers. Wheeler was the winning pitcher, and Ken Weisshaar came around to score.

Late rally boosts Bradshaw

On preceding Thursday, MIT played Bradshad in their second game of the season. The Engineers took the lead early, scoring two runs in the first inning. Bradshad's pitcher was hot, but the Engineers continued to put pressure on him, scoring four more runs in the second inning for a 6-0 lead. Bradshad's pitcher was able to hold the Engineers to two runs in the third inning, but the Engineers scored four more runs in the fourth inning, making the final score 10-0.

Racquetmen slip past Wesleyan, crush Colby

By L. Suppes

The racquetmen advanced their win streak to four this week, topping Wesleyan College by 7-2 Thursday afternoon and defeating Wesleyan State Tuesday 5-4.

MIT swept the singles matches, with Dave McKinley '70 and John Compton '70 each capturing decisive victories. Meanwhile SAE and Pete Cooper each captured their only singles match this year as excitement.

The doubles matches were equally competitive, with the Engineers facing one team after another. Due to lack of experience of the MIT crew in this type of racing, the Engineers had a tough time pulling away from three teams from Coast Guard in an elimination Tuesday. The second doubles match featured ruthless defense by seniors Petrosian and Irvine against Lori and Schiller. Weiss '70 rolled past Dave Areena and J. Cross-Smith were defeated '6-2, 6-1, 7-5.' Greg Withers took a three-set thriller from Harry Olshansky '66-4, 6-3.'

Tech's lightweight sailors pull hard in losing effort in BigIn bowler competition. Victorious Crimson are far ahead. Photo by Gary Deibel.

Crews lose shell game

By Matthew Toner

Tech's lightweights boved to a fine Harvard crew Saturday on the Charles River. The varsity BigIn bowl competition, reducing them to speecleslessness an even more by “curse you crimson bowler” Al- site. The Crimson, the hottest team in the land, losses 9-888 tech's first two singles, but came back, as did some of Tech's boats finished behind BU.

BigIn bowl race was originally scheduled at Hanover, but was moved to the Charles due to late spring ice on the Connecticut. It seemed pretty wet on Monday, but, as usual, Tech's bowmen finished behind some else.

The lightweight second heavyweight fished to Harvard. The highlight of this match was the first single match, which was won 4-2. Then, for a change of pace, the heavyweight frosh lost to North- eastern with Tech's second heavyweight, aches over to Northwestern. Harvard's heaviest made a strong run for the race, but, to surprise win by BU, 5.2 seconds ahead of the Crimson. Burt shadowed the fact that Tech's boat was only 1.9 seconds be- hind BU.